INFLATABLE WAIVER
Directions:
-Read all warning and procedures completely.
-Layout ground tarp for inflatable (not provided, unless requested)
-Position inflatable on tarp with a level ground area approximately 30’ x 20’. Unit should have 18’ clearance on all sides
with 20’ height clearance.
-Close off and secure any remaining auxiliary air tube(s)
-Close zipper(s) & water/air flaps on slide and pool.
-Connect blower to air tube making sure it is firmly secure.
-Blower system requires a dedicated 20 amp breaker.
-Turn blower on and steer the slide up with the top guide tether on rear wall of slide.
-Secure all tethers firmly to stakes or sandbags after the unit if fully inflated. Bury stakes flush with ground.
-Connect customer’s water hose to Black hose of unit.
-Do a safety check on the blower and extension cord. If electric cord is damaged, replace immediately.
-Extension cords must be UL Listed for outdoors use. Max length 50’ 14-3
-Do a safety check of slide and pool covers.
-Do a safety check on the interior and exterior surfaces of slide, landing or pool looking for any moisture, debris, rips, tears
or seams coming apart.
(If noticed, do not use inflatable until repaired)

Method of securing 18” & 36” Anchor Stakes:
-After the unit is fully inflated on firm ground, such as grassed area
-Secure all bottom tethers to 18’ x 1/2” min. stakes (bury flush)
-Do not operate in winds over 15 mph

Limitations:
Number of Installers: 1
Number of Operators: 1
Max. number of passengers: 8
Max Weight/passenger 160lbs.
Total Passenger weight: 1280lbs.
Min Height: 42"
Max Height: 72"

Warnings:
NEVER LEAVE INFLATABLE UNATTENDED!! INJURING OR DROWNING MAY OCCUR.
*VINYL MATERIAL MAY BE SLIPPERY WHEN WET!
*ALWAYS INSTRUCT SAFELY
*Instruct every participant to follow the safety rules on each inflatable
*Never jump, flip, dive, or somersault on or off of slide
*Do not allow riders to bounce against the slide or near the entrance.
*Have riders stay away from bumping into each other.
*Do not allow riders to pull or hang on mesh.

Cleaning:
Customer is required to return the item clean and dry.
$50.00 minimum cleaning fee will be taken from the deposit if it comes back wet. ________
Hint: Roll it up and put it in the garage or cover it with a tarp. Blow it up after the rain to let it dry out.
Renter must rent pool attachment to use wet. NO EXCEPTIONS!

Liability:
“Renter” (person, company or entity renting the inflatable product or device), is solely responsible for the manner of use of
the products and other equipment rented from Wautoma Rental Center. “Renter” acknowledges that they have received,
read and fully understand all necessary instructions for the safe setup and operation of their inflatable rented. ”Renter”
shall use proper stakes, tie-downs, and other applicable devices necessary to ensure the safety of users and the general
public.

I ______________________ sign this document stating I have read and fully understand all
warnings, limitations, set up and operations of rented inflatable.
X: __________________________________________________________
DATE: ________________________________

